KNOW BEFORE YOU “GO”
DAY-OF GUIDELINES FOR MODERATORS & PRESENTING AUTHORS

Please take the following steps to access your session(s):

STEP 1: Accessing the Meeting Platform

You should have received an email from no-reply@pathable.com with a personalized link to log-in. IF YOU HAVE NOT, PLEASE CLICK HERE TO RECOVER PASSWORD.

STEP 2: Finding Your Session(s)

Any session you are assigned to will automatically appear in your personalized agenda.

STEP 3: Joining Your Session(s)

Open your agenda item (the session) at least 15 minutes early. Click the “Join Live Meeting” button to launch the Zoom client. BE ADVISED: You MUST have the Zoom client downloaded to your machine prior to the session to participate. If you do not, please click here.

STEP 4: Introducing the Session, Live Q&A, etc.

AV techs will recognize that you are present and unmute you at the appropriate time.

STEP 5: After Your Session(s)

You may close the Zoom client and return to the platform. If you plan to view other sessions (that are not your own), you will do that directly in the platform—not in the Zoom client. If you have another session in which you are participating in as a PA or Moderator later in the meeting, simply repeat these steps.

If you experience any technical issues while accessing your session(s), please send an email to aapmcomp2020@projection.com, and you will receive a prompt reply.

Congratulations on your participation in the first-ever Joint AAPM | COMP Virtual Meeting!